
 

Sri Lanka Badu Numbers is a blog dedicated to the Badu and their culture. It follows various aspects of their traditional and local lifestyle, with particular focus on Sri Lankan traditions and the recent changes in the country's society. This blog will try to educate people about this unique group of people which they consist only by word. These people are indigenous to Sri Lanka but they still face an
uphill battle in preserving their main cultures - Badu numbers for communication, oral history, numerology and counting systems were once plentiful within this community but now it is becoming difficult for them to continue. This project started as a result of my interest in things mystic and occultic, I liked the concept of numbers and what they could represent so much so that I wanted to share this
with others. Online, there is little information on these practices and I thought that giving people a place to learn about them would be beneficial to the community. The blog hopes to promote knowledge and understanding, encouraging unity and acceptance amongst all Sri Lankans. The Badu are our own people who we should take pride in; we must preserve their history and traditions instead of
looking down on them for being different or 'backwards'. It is also my hope that this project will help to educate and enlighten the government and the rest of the community, making them more aware of what we can lose if we do not protect and preserve this culture. This blog was started in May 2012 and has been featured in many publications both online and offline including Lanka Business Online
, Sri Lanka Airwaves, Nuwara Eliya Online, Hettiya Magazine , Sunday Observer (and its online version Lankaweb ),Kelum Magazine , Herostand (and its online version), Wisakalawe Magazine, Sunday Island. Uptop4u , Jaffna Times, Colombo Telegraph .etc.. This website has also been listed in www. jaffname.com And many more.

Sri Lanka Badu Numbers is a blog dedicated to the Badu and their culture, specifically Sri Lankan tradition and the recent changes in the country's society The blog also follows various aspects of their traditional and local lifestyle, with particular focus on Sri Lankan traditions and the recent changes in the country's society. This blog will try to educate people about this unique group of people which
they consist only by word. The aim of this blog is to promote knowledge and understanding, encouraging unity and acceptance amongst all Sri Lankans, particularly those who are not familiar with these groups. It is also my hope that this project will help to educate and enlighten the government and the rest of the community, making them more aware of what we can lose if we do not protect and
preserve this culture. This blog was started in May 2012 and has been featured in many publications both online and offline including Lanka Business Online, Nuwara Eliya Online, Hettiya Magazine, Sunday Observer (and its online version Lankaweb),Kelum Magazine, Herostand (and its online version), Wisakalawe Magazine, Sunday Island. Uptop4u , Jaffna Times , Colombo Telegraph. etc.. This
website has also been listed in www. jaffname.
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